## Adult Fiction
- Call Me by Your Name by André Aciman
- Bittersweet by Nevada Barr
- Rubyfruit Jungle by Rita Mae Brown
- Pages for Her by Sylvia Brownrigg
- The House of Impossible Beauties by Joseph Cassara
- After Disasters by Viet Dinh
- All I Love and Know by Judith Frank
- Bodies of Water by T. Greenwood
- Less by Andrew Sean Greer
- Basketball Jones by E. Lynn Harris
- I Say a Little Prayer by E. Lynn Harris
- The Iron Girl by Ellen Hart
- In One Person by John Irving
- Speak No Evil by Uzodinma Iweala
- Stray City by Chelsea Johnson
- The Dime by Kathleen Kent
- We Are Water by Wally Lamb
- Paul Takes the Form of a Mortal Girl by Andrea Lawlor
- The Paternity Test by Michael Lowenthal
- Adult Onset by Ann-Marie MacDonald
- A Theory of Small Earthquakes by Meredith Maran
- The Days of Anna Madrigal by Armistead Maupin
- Time Was by Ian McDonald
- No Other World by Rahul Mehta
- A Cut-like Wound by Anita Nair
- Under the Udala Trees by Chinelo Okparanta
- Notes of a Crocodile by Miaojin Qiu
- A Natural by Ross Raisin
- All This I Will Give You by Dolores Redondo
- Confessions of the Fox by Jordy Rosenberg
- Marriage of a Thousand Lies by SJ Sindu
- Love All: A Romance by Rachel Spangler
- Sugar Land by Tammy Lynne Stoner
- Marah Chase and the Conqueror’s Tomb by Jay Stringer
- Bad Boy by Elliot Wake
- Lot: Stories by Bryan Washington
- A Taste of Honey by Kai Ashante Wilson
- Annabel by Kathleen Winter
- Frankissstein: A Love Story by Jeanette Winterson
- The History of Living Forever by Jake Wolff

## Non-Fiction
- Unbecoming: A Memoir of Disobedience by Anuradha Kristina Bhagwati
- Beyond the Down Low: Sex, Lies, and Denial in Black America by Keith Boykin
- Big Sex, Little Death: A Memoir by Susie Bright
- Mean Little Deaf Queer: A Memoir by Terry Galloway
- Alan Turing: The Enigma by Andrew Hodges
- The Story of Fester Cat by Paul Magrs
- Mamaskatch: A Cree Coming of Age by Darrel J. McLeod
- Fat Girls and Lawn Chairs by Cheryl Peck
- Selfish: A Transgender Awakening by Chloe Schwenke
- Body Counts: A Memoir of Politics, Sex, AIDS, and Survival by Sean O’Brien Strubs
- Teaching the Cat to Sit: A Memoir by Michelle Theall
- Born This Way: Real Stories of Growing up Gay by Paul Vitagliano
- Notes of a Desolate Man by Tianwen Zhu

## Teen
- How I Paid for College: A Novel of Sex, Theft, Friendship & Musical Theater by Marc Acito
- Leah on the Offbeat by Becky Albertalli
- Kaleidoscope Song by Fox Benwell
- Double Exposure by Bridget Birdsell
- Alex as Well by Alyssa Brugman
- Jess, Chunk, and the Road Trip to Infinity by Kristen Elizabeth Clark
- Little & Lion by Brandy Colbert
- We Contain Multitudes by Sarah Henstra
- If It Makes You Happy by Claire Kann
- The Love & Lies of Ruksana Ali by Sabina Khan
- The Importance of Being Wilde at Heart by R. Zamora Linmark
- Like a Love Story by Abdi Nazemian
- Lies My Girlfriend Told Me by Julie Anne Peters
- Queer, There, and Everywhere: 23 People Who Changed the World by Sarah Prager
- They Both Die at the End by Adam Silvera
- Something Like Gravity by Amber Smith
- Our Own Private Universe by Robin Talley